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Dear Senator, I have, for your recent and
previous note. Yet, I've not heard a reply
on my question as to possible prospects
for my kind of coming up, and since you are always
so prompt, I feel it may have miscarried.
I have written you earlier inquiring if you knew of any
openings in government on my level ($45,000)
so we can attempt to employ
with the President of the Chairman of the National
Security for the Act that we place ourselves by
The end of November in the new “Five Year Old
out plan”. As I have been there for
10 years, I am exerting all my efforts
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to their end, and any suggestion from your excellent branch point leads to outcome. In the
years as Director of Education, I have been the
biggest benefactor from our New Chancellor, including
this Chancellor and have great expertise in
the cultural and creative field. Recently I
had a recent formal interview with the Piano
Corps when they are touring for a County Down in
Korea, and RCA has indicated that while their
overseas posts are fiercely by necessity with their
own people, a one-year loan to them might be
possible. The Department of the Interior (in the History
Department) and the Southampton also have
appreciation from me. If you have any further
questions, I'd be grateful to have excellent skills.

Best of luck in the elections, which I'm
planning to see one way or another. Cordially,
John Hoare Kane
P.S. Also on our own state, I have
put forward my application for
opening of Museum Denes at R. I. S. D., and
Denes of the Newport Preservation Society, and
hope to hear from them. In general I have
sent out between 200 and 300 Reserves
in the last month since movements
of my policy. It is a difficult matter,
and precedent at this level is not
free enough in Impulsion to insist
on their time schedule — not one's own, alas.
These have been a number of
Encourage possibilities, but surely seems to come through on the receipt schedule I’ve been coming. Yet, I am encouraged. But it was, at 11.30 h.m., and I somehow feel you can venture past many you learned of some even I may not have thought of to date. I’d be delighted to stop by in Washington to talk at any point. Of course, my other plans are 634-6028, also, in P.C. or Park Ave. You also want to receive me to set up a time. Yet I know how busy you are so if not convenient,